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Activity 3: Measuring Stream Depth

instructional Objective:

The student will be able to take measurements to compute the average depth of a given section of a stream.

Procedures:

The students will

1. Wade across the stream in a straight line, stretching the tape or a string in a straight line across the
stream to help in measuring.

2. Measure the depth at three places along this line with a yard stick. Record these iigurcs.

3. Find and record the average depth of the stream.

Materials:

100 ft. tape
yardsticks

Note:

The calculations may be done back in classroom.

Activity 4: Measuring Stream Volume

Instructional Objective:

The student will be able to compute the cubic feet of water flowing every second past a given point in the
stream.

Procedures:

The student will-

1. Multiply the average depth by the average width by the number of feet per second. This result will be
the number of cubic feet of water flowing past a given point every second.
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Activity 5: Calculating the Capacity of a Stream to Support Human Life

Instructional. Objective:

The student will be able to calculate the number of people who could live from the amount of water found
in a given stream.*

Procedures:

The student will make computations to arrive at answers to the following questions:

1. How many gallons of water flow in this stream every second?

Stream flow in cubic
feet per second

x =

Gallons in one cubic Gallons of water per
foot of water second

2. How many gallons of water flow in this stream every minute?

Gallons per second
x

Seconds in minutes Gallons of water per
minute

3. Each person uses about 150 gallons of water a day. What is the total number of people this
amount of water would support?

*Note:

Gallons of water per
minute

x 1440 . ÷....r.
Number of minutes in Total gallons of water
a day per day

Amount of water person Total numbs_ of people who could live from the amount
uses per day of water found in this stream.

A water flow of 1 cubic foot per second = 448.83 gallons per minute.
1 cubic foot of water = 7 48 gallons.
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Activity 6: Measuring Stream Temperature

. Instructional Objective:

The student will be able to measure and record the water temperature in a section of a stream.

Procedures:

The student will-

1. Take thc water temperature with the bulb of the thermometer at the i:face of the water for one
minute.

2. Take the water temperature every six inches from thc surface to the bottom, using thc outdoor part of
an indoor-outdoor education thermometer.

3. Find the average temperature of the water and record it.

Materials:

yardstick
thermometer (indoor-outdoor)

Note:

Using the data collected and the following information, the student would describe what type of life may
be present.

Temperature
reater than 600 F

ress than 65° F

Life Found
Much Want life, catfish
Caddis flies, water beetles,
striders, stoneflies, may flies,
crayfish
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Activity 7: Measuring the pll

Instructional Objective:

The student will he able to measure and record the acidity or alkalinity of the water.

Procedures;

The student will-

1. Dip a p11 indicator tape into the water.

2. Compare the color change with the chart on the tape box.

3. Record results.

Materials:

p11 indicator tape (available frlin drug stores or high schools)

Note:

The p11 number is a shorthand way of indicating the hydrogen ion concentration in the water. The burger
the pit number, the morc alkaline thc water; the smaller the number, the more acid the water. An arbitrary
scale ranges from 1.0 to 14.0. Point out that tne p11 of the water has an effect on thc life the stream can
sustain.

p11 Rangcs that Support Aquatic Life

Most Acid Neutral Most Alkaline
1 7 14

Largest variety of
animals. Trout,
mayfly, stonefly,
caddis fly

Snails, Clams

6.5
Bass, Crappie

9.0

6.10.......... aaaaaa
Plants (algae, rooted)

12.0

Bacteria 13.0
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Activity 8: Constructing Collection Nets

Instructional Objective:

The student will be able to construct a dip net and a plankton tow net.

Several types of nets may be used to collect small water forms. It is well to have two nets that can be
fastened to the same handle: one of fine weave for collecting small organisms that may be floating in the
water, and one of coarse weave for trapping larger life forms. Nets should have a heavy wire frame about
6.8 inches in diameter. For ease in handling, the handle should be about 3 feet long. :1 plankton tow net is
very easy to use and simple to construct if a commercial one can't be bought.

Procedures:

I. To construct a plankton tow, sew a woman's nylon stocking to a 6inch diameter ring made from a
coat hanger wire.

2. Remove the foot end of the stocking.

3. Attach (with a string) a small plastic vial. A pill container will do nicely.

4. Attach three pieces of string to the ring and to one end of a swivel.

5. To the other end, attach a nylon cord about 30 feet long for towing.

Materials:

nylon cord, 30 feet
swivel (available where fishing equipment is sold)
three thin wires, 8 inches long
six-inch ring of coat hanger
stocking
plastic vial (pill container)

Note:

A tow net is efficient because, as it is pulled in the stream, water passes out throrsh the net while particles
accumulate at the end.
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Student's Name

STUDENT EVALUATION SHEET

I. Measures rate of stream flow

2. Measures stream width

3. Measures stream depth

4. Measures stream volume

5. Calculates the capacity of a stream to support human life

6. Measures stream temperature

7. Measuros the pH

8. Constructs collection nets

9. Collects specimens

10. identifies specimens
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